
Anchors Away

	
 “Schools have long been recognized for their service as community anchors.”  Written 
into an article handed out on yet another long day of educator development, this statement was 
followed by a brief but succinct clarification: “Public schools serve to both anchor and sustain a 
neighborhood stability through their ability to pull communities together.  Locally established 
schools encourage citizens to meet, interact with, and recognize one another.”
	
 “Huh,”a teacher seated alongside our table whispered across the isle. “You know how in 
the Navy they’ll say anchors aweigh when it’s time to pull up an anchor and move the ship?”  
	
 She paused to spell out a selected word: “A-W-E-I-G-H.”   
	
 Glancing around the room surreptitiously – reminding us, with her look, that an 
unprecedented number of administrators, evaluators, coaches, specialists and facilitators 
currently executed the modern-day imperative of keeping an eye on the many bad teachers now 
collected together at this, our latest no-excuses training – she continued: 
	
 “Well, if, like this says, schools serve as community anchors?  Then maybe these days 
when they keep closing so many, we’ll need to change that spelling.  You know, not anchor’s 
aweigh anymore, but anchors away: A-W-A-Y.”
	
 Keeping eyes down, privately we smiled.  
	
 It was a good pun.  
	
 And, so poignantly?
	
 To the point.
	
 To displace long-established traditions; to assertively unhinge the deeply embedded bolts 
which, for so many years, had kept the profusion of old-fashioned, community-and-culture-
protective anchors in place?  You first had to uproot those who could most vocally make a case 
against you.  You first had to identify – and then painstakingly dislodge – those most loyal 
employees who could complicate, or slow down, your long-range, smoke-screen-camouflaged 
intentions for an anchor removal.  Of your employees, who was most self-confident, most prone 
to resist, most inclined to speak out, and most likely to point directly to your abusive (if carefully 
secreted) intentions?  
	
 Ah.  
	
 Experienced teachers.  
	
 Educators who were not only experienced?  
	
 But independent, forthright, and oh-so-frustratingly student-protective.
	
 And, to a large degree?
	
 Female; dad-blamed stubbornly female.  

The older, the more experienced, the more community-loyal these unyielding women had 
become; the deeper had grown their protectively nurturing, heartfelt roots – the more stubborn 
they were.  It was, in fact, obstinate, old-school educators like these who, each and every time, 
were the least likely to be bought off with promises of a shallowly flashy merit pay; the least 
likely to passively accept the idea that invasively expensive pre-scripted programs were not only 
needed, but better.  

The least likely to blush prettily:
And subserviently accept top-down, daddy-knows-best directives.  

	
 Problematically, however?
	
 It was also these teachers who were the best known, the most supported, and the most 
community recognized.  Teachers whose loyal, long-term commitments had, in fact, for so many 



years solidly weighted the oft-celebrated traditions inside locally established, all-student-
inclusive neighborhood schools.  Many of them?  Were those long-term, I-taught-your-mother, I-
taught-your-brother, I-know-your-family type of educator: the very type of employee whose 
routinely involved personality helped to bind those long established old-school practices 
together.*
	
 Ah, those exasperatingly stubborn teachers.  

Refusing to be intimidated; refusing to be silenced.
Acting as a ballast to stabilize neighborhoods through their long years of an experienced, 

loyal service – in the past, low-income-school teachers had often been honored; had often been 
recognized as exceptional citizens; had, in fact, frequently been lauded as the dreamers most 
willing to take on a thorniest academic employment. 

In the past? 
All of this extraordinary effort had even led to an overt praise and heartfelt  appreciation.
But, now? 
Well now, in a fast-paced nation looking to the no-waiting wonders behind a Big  Money 

fund-generating bell-the-cat magic, these protectively committed teachers simply served to 
anchor ships which, in the name of a “compassionate” land-speculating, population-dividing 
innovation:

Must be gotten out of the way.

*When, ignoring both state statutes and contractual regulations, our superintendent unexpectedly force-transferred a 
group of vocally resistant educators out of our building during summer months, not only did our school suffer 
greatly from this sudden loss in experienced teachers, but just as devastatingly from the unseen and 
underappreciated fact of additionally losing a proactive corps of fundraising supervisors, sports managers, activity 
organizers, and club sponsors.  It was, in fact, a blow from which our school never fully recovered.


